Starting from a rate-equation model proposed by Beenakker, we calculate current-voltage characteristics for symmetric and asymmetric vertical quantum dots. We include up to 26 electrons and show how single-electron charge interaction, inelastic scattering, and nonadiabatic subband mixing can enhance the valley current signi6cantly by opening new conduction channels. Subband mixing is the dominant mechanism increasing the valley current in both symmetric and asymmetric quantum dots. Single-electron charging is important in asymmetric structures but relatively weak in symmetric structures. Effects of inelastic scattering within the quantum dot are dramatic for asymmetric structures, but negligible in symmetric structures.
(1) Can Coulomb charge correlation play a role in symmetric structures'? Symmetric quantum dots (whose emitter and collector barrier heights are equal in Hatband condition) are expected to have little charge accumulation in either bias direction because the applied bias effectively lowers the collector barrier height relative to the emitter barrier height and the rate of out6ow to the collector is larger than the rate of inBow into the quantum dot kom the emitter. The transport is expected to be mostly determined by the single-particle states and indeed a rich spectrum of resonance energies has been found experimentally.
(2) Is subband mixing as important in very asymmetric structures as it is in symmetric structures? One may argue that this may not be the case since the thick coBec- Subband energy spacing in the leads is 10 meV and single-particle state energy spacing in the quantum dot is 15 meV. The Fermi energy in the leads is 38 meV (three subbands are occupied). The conduction band in the quantum dot and barriers is raised by Rg q --50 meV due to charge depletion. The quantum dot is assumed to be In"Ga& "As with a conduction band ofFset of E g ---50 meV. Figure 2 (a) depicts the eigenenergy spectrum of this simple many-body system and its associated transition energies.
The transitions between these many-body states are due to the tunneling to the adjacent leads as indicated in Fig. 2 Fig. 3 (even, even) 
( (0 0) In high bias, however, the electron distribution is driven far away from its equilibrium value. Averin et al.~have considered, in their high bias calculation, the case of rapid thermalization (i.e. , strong inelastic scattering) in the quantum dot where the total number of electrons in the dot at high bias can be far away from its equilibrium value; however, the electron distribution in the subset of constant number of electrons N is given by its equilibrium value. This assumption of rapid thermalization in the quantum dot simplifies the necessary calculations significantly since only the nonequilibrium number of electrons in the dot needs to be calculated.
The problem reduces f'rom 2 " to 2p unknowns. %e xnake this assumption of rapid thermalization in our numerical work when we include inelastic scattering. However, in the elastic case we solve for the probability of relaxation of all coxdi.gurations which is numerically a formidable task. Figure 3( To illustrate this degeneracy of states let us consider Single-particle lateral states characterized by two lateral quantum numbers (n, , n"). Figure 3 (b) shows the singleparticle spectrum grouped by degenerate states and complementary parity. Each element in one group of states, e. g., {(1, 0);(0, 1)}z is coupled to other single-particle states, e.g. , (odd, even) Fig. 3(a) . These coupled single-particle states form again distinct groups ((2, 1); (1,2)}s, ((3,0) This grouping of states can also be utilized for the many-body state notation as explained in the Appendix. We can assume our system to have five four-fold degenerate and three two-fold degenerate states with a configuration space of 5s x 3s = 84375. We can solve a system of equations of this dimensions~'s using iterative methods, ss if we can provide a "good" guess for the solution. We defer the report of the rate equations, which utilize the degeneracies discussed above, and how we obtain an initial guess for the solution to the Appendix.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we present our results obtained for a multielectron quantum dot system under high bias. We consider two example systems here: an asymmetric and a symmetric structure in which we analyze the effects of nonadiabatic transport, electron-electron charging, and inelastic scattering.
A. Example device
The device we consider here is an undoped Al Gaq As double barrier resonant tunneling structure ( Fig. 1 (Fig. 4) , charge interaction (Fig. 5) , and subband mixing (Fig. 6) Fig. 4 ).
The introduction of inelastic scattering in the limit of complete thermalization (IcriT » 5/r » I') (thick line in Fig. 4 Fig. 3(b) ] is broken (arrow 1). The step &om the single-particle turnon (arrow 2) consisting of four degenerate states [2' in Fig. 3(b) ] is broken into four steps starting at arrow 3. A factor of 2 enhancernent of the total current at a bias where six electrons are in the quantum dot ((N) & 6) at arrow 4 compared to the current level at arrow 2 where we also have six electrons in the quantum dot ((N) & 6) is due to an increased transparency of the collector barrier in the presence of charging. Since total energy is conserved in the tunneling process, an increased energy due to charging allows coupling to higher energy states in the collector and therefore increases the collector barrier transparency.
Notice that there is a hint of a step at about 120 meV which is due to the addition of a single-particle channel [see Fig. 3(b) ] into the quantum dot. In the asymmetric structure the amplitude of the current is mostly determined by the (almost) quantized number of particles in the quantum dot and the tunneling rate out of the quantum dot as long as one single-particle channel into the dot is available. The addition of an entry channel given the presence of some other entry channels does therefore not increase the current strongly.
By the same argument we do not find a characteristic turnon due to the third single-particle level [3k' in Fig. 3(b) dicate the additional channels due to tunneling from subband z in the emitter to state y in the quantum dot as with the corresponding labels (1 -8) in Fig. 3(b) Fig. 4 . The unitarity condition on the scattering matrix causes reduced current Sow through direct channels (arrow a) due to the opening of other scattering channels.
that the scattering matrix which couples subbands and quantum states in the dot to be unitary (see Sec. IIB).
Opening new scattering channels reduces the strength of the direct channels, resulting in a smaller current contribution from the direct channels (arrow a). These calculations were performed for an asymmetric structure and they show clearly that, although the current through an asymmetric structure may be dominated by the collector barrier transmission rate, the addition of entry channels on the emitter side can increase the valley current dramatically, when the direct channels start to turn ofF.
In the following two subsections we will now put the three transport phenomena - (1) Features due to single-electron charging (=2xU=3 meV are dominant. Single-electron particle spectrum (see Fig. 6 ) cannot be identified. (c) Exclude inelastic scattering: Thick line in (b) is now thin. Fine structure due to the single-particle spectrum is exposed (see Fig. 6 ). Inset: The I Vcharacteris--tic for a reverse bias measurement where the thick barrier is now the emitter barrier. The I-V characteristic is determined by the single-particle spectrum (AE).
here as discussed in the Appendix. The asymmetric double barrier structure analyzed here is the same one as considered in the previous examples.
The thin line in Fig. 7(a) is the thick line in Fig. 4 given strong inelastic scattering, no charging, and no subband mixing. Now we add charging to the simulation to obtain the thick line of Fig. 7(a) . This thick line of Fig. 7(a) is almost identical to the thick line of Fig. 5 . Single-electron state degeneracies are broken (arrows 1 and 2) by the charge correlation and no explicit turnon of the third quantum level is visible (arrow 3) as discussed above. The fact that the two current amplitudes to the right of arrow 3 are nearly equal is coincidental.
Is subband mixing important in asymmetric structures? In Fig. 7(b) we add weak subband mixing (P = 0.95) to the result shown in Fig. 7(a) Fig. 8(b) using a charging energy of U=1.5 meV. There are clearly additional steps of the energy scale of 2U introduced due to single-electron charging.
Does inelastic scattering play a role in symmetric structures? Figure 8 (c) compares the simulations for perfectly elastic (1/v=0) and thermalized transport in the presence of electron charge interaction and subband mixing. The thick line from Fig. 8(b) 
where N is the total number of electrons in the quantum dot and C is the electrostatic charge coupling of the quantum dot to the reservoirs. Beenakker assumed a charging energy of the form U(N) = N2z&, which is a good approximation for the case large ¹ We assume here that the first electron does not have a charging energy against the reservoirs.
The coupling to the leads is assumed to be weak enough such that the singleelectron states in the quantum dot are considered to be sharp compared to the temperature k~T, the singleelectron energy spectrum AE, and charging energies U
The transport through the quantum dot is assumed to be based on sequential single-electron hopping into and out of the quantum dot via the connected reservoirs. The energy of each electron before and after the transition must be conserved. The conserved energy includes the single-particle state energy, the charging energy against the other electrons in the quantum dot, and the electrostatic potential energy due to the applied bias across the structure. Beenakkeris has denoted four energy balance equations for the following four tunneling processes: (1) into the quantum dot that is initially on the left (index i, L), (2) out of the quantum dot to be finally on the left (index f, L), (3) into the quantum dot that is initially on the right (index i, R), and (4) out of the quantum dot to be finally on the right (index f, R).
The energy balance equations corresponding to these pro-
where N is the number of electrons in the dot before the tunneling event and g is the fraction of the applied voltage that drops over the left barrier (compare to Fig.   1 (0, , d~) .
Given the probability of occupation of each configuration P((ms)) and a Fermi-Dirac distribution in the reservoirs of f(E)= I+exp~& &P~, the steady state current through the left barrier (which equals the current through the right barrier) is given by While the reduction from 16 to 9 configurations does not appear significant, larger systems show a dramatic reduction.
Including lateral state degeneracies [see Fig. 3(b) ] as well as the spin degeneracies (see Fig. 9 ) we can compress our system to five fourfold and three twofold degenerate groups. We denote the degeneracy of each state as dp and the index mp can take on values (0, . . . , d"). We reduce our system from 22 =67,108,864 to g""z "P(d"+1) = 5 x3 = 84375 (Ns, case; see Fig. 3 ), which is a reduction by a factor of about 800. To keep track of the multiple degeneracies we have introduced the configuration degeneracy 1), as indicated in Fig. 9 . In the example in Fig. 9 the configuration degeneracy takes on values 1, 2, and 4, depending on the configuration (m1, m2). The configuration degeneracy 17(m1, m2, . . . , m1v, ) can be formally defined as a (g I product of binomial coefBcients "&C "= f(Q ), .
where m" is the number of electrons in group p and Ns, "~i s the number of quant»m levels considered. The tunneling rate I' and lead state occupation probability f carry four indices indicating the energy dependence of the transition as indicated in Eq. (A2). The index p on I' is also used to keep track of the lateral mode dependent, i.e. , state dependent, coupling to the subbands in the leads.
The rate equations for the nonequilibrium occupation probability P ((m;)) including the degeneracy read -) P((mp)) mp (I', '» I f, 'N +I;» 1 fI'"}--
We have argued in Sec. II A that each state (mg) with n electrons is connected to other states by five basic processes and we repeat them here for the more general case:
(1) destruction of (ms) by infiow of electrons, (2) 
The introduction of the relaxation rate couples all configurations with the same total number of electrons N with each other, since Po({ms j) depends now on all configurations with N electrons. In order to solve this large system of equations iterativelyss we need to find a "good" guess for a fast solution.
We obtain our guess for the most likely configuration by looking at the diagonal elements of the matrix. The diagonal elements indicate the leakage of the corresponding configuration to other configurations. The configuration with the smallest leakage rate to other configurations is the most stable one and will be the most likely one to occur. We use this physical arginnent to justify our initial guess of the probability distribution and achieve satisfactory convergence in the iterative procedure. Ref. 22 that the simple charging model may give reasonable results for structures in which the single-particle quantization energy is the dominant energy scale. Figure 10 depictss9 Hamiltonian matrix on the basis set of N-particle Slater determinants. The choice of orthonormal single-particle basis set for the generation of the N-particle Slater determinants and the spatially independent electron-electron interaction potential allows an easy analytic calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements. The Hamiltonian matrix turns out to be diagonal and with an expression for a N-particle Slater determinant denoted in configuration space as (n;)= (ni, n2, . . . , n~) we obtain, for the where E; is the single-particle eigenenergy of the ith spin orbital and N=g i n;. This approach allows a natural derivation of the charging energy expression [Eq. (Al)] which we are using in this work. The charging energy of single electrons against image charges in surrounding ground planes is not considered here. 4 For our numerical simulations we chose the device pa- QE-22, 1853 QE-22, (1986 .
